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PROOF CORRECTION SYMBOLS The basic 
rule of proof correcting is that a symbol is used to show where the text requires changing and 
an explanation of the correction needed is given in the margin. The symbols are international, 
which means that any editor, desktop publisher, graphic designer and printer, anywhere in the 
world, should be able to accurately interpret the instructions.

COMMONLY USED PROOF CORRECTING SYMBOLS

In margin Meaning Text example

Change letters or words underlined 
three times to capitals (u.c.)

vietnamese mint

Change letters crossed through to 
lower case (l.c.) or small letters

grated Lemon Rind

Substitute letter crossed through to 
letter given in margin

barbeque

Change letters indicated to bold face Use Smith sardines

Substitute word or words crossed 
through to those given in margin

till

Move matter to the place indicated Bring to boil, stirring from  
time to time simmer  
gently

Transpose letters as marked suagr

Transpose words as marked chop, peel and cook

Insert comma however it may curdle

Insert full stop Leave until cool

Insert single quotation marks Fashion food

Insert double quotation marks Finish the chef said



In margin Meaning Text example

Insert apostrophe The Cooks Kitchen

Insert brackets Add liquid omit salt if using stock

Insert hyphen a close fitting lid

Begin new paragraph Cook, stirring

No new paragraph, run text on and stir in. 
Continue mixing

Delete, omit crossed-out word  
or sentence

Sift twice.

Delete and close up spring of parsley

Caret mark, insert the material given  
in the margin

Bake at ˚C.

Let it stand. Dashes or dots under  
the text means ignore the correction

Dust with icing sugar

Replace text crossed out with new  
text given in margin

Salad dressing

Insert space Fryingpan

Reduce space a hot   pan

Take out space and close up fry pan

Change underlined words to italics Cookbook title by author



In margin Meaning Text example

Indent       Arrange garnish.

Move to the left       Mix well

Move to the right   Bake at 180˚C.

Spell out in full ½ fill tins

Insert space between  
lines or paragraphs

      Whisk until foamy  
      but not stiff.

Reduce space between  
lines or paragraphs

Whisk until foamy 

but not stiff.

Correct vertical alignment Whisk until foamy  
    but not stiff.
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